ENCAMPMENT AT KAVERIPAK
over of the fort.    Relying on that subadar   Riza   All Khan
marched from Chenji with his evil intention to attack the fort.
When he reached the shores   of  the river Arcot, Mir Madlna
All Khan got news of what had happened and informed the
qilbdar  who gibbeted the traitor.    Then with   the aid of the
cannon of the fort,   they presented a series of cannon-balls to
the wicked enemy who had come with vain notions,    Riza All
Khan disengaged himself from that work feeling his own want
of  war   equipments   and seeing  that   the   Muslim  and frang
(English) sardar were informed of his deceitful ideas.    Then
he camped at  Kaveripak   situated at a distance of two kuroh
from  Arcot,   leaving   there the French army as a precaution
against   the march of the army of the sarkdr.     Madlna AH
Khan,    with  the   idea   of   capturing   Kaveripaki wrote    to
(1) After the repulse by the besiegers of Arcot, on the 25th November,
Raja  Sahib   was   driven from Arni to  Chettupattu  and Clive marched on
Conjeevaram which had been in the meanwhile taken by the French, reduced
it and compelled the garrison to flee to Chingleput.   As soon as  the English
troops had gone into garrison, the French marched along the coast, plundered
Poonamalli and St. Thomas Mount and re-occupied Conjeevaram in January.
CHve hastily raised anew force and took the field  with a small number of
men inferior in infantry and completely lacking in  cavalry.   The enemy had
entrenched themselves   at   Vandalur,  but   on dive's  approach retreated
towards Arcot, in the hope of surprising it.    Clive  hastened after them, first
towards Conjeevaram whither   he supposed   them   to   have gone, and then
towards Arcot.   He came   upon  them suddenly at Kaveripak as dusk was
falling and his first warning of their presence was their artillery opening
fire from 250 yards on his advanced guard.   Clive   ordered his troops into a
deep water-course on the left of the   road, whence  by the light of the moon
the action was continued.   Finding by the report of a sergeant whom he sent
to reconnoitre, that the enemy's rear  was  unguarded he  detached  half his
force to attack them, and himself  accompanied   the detachment part of the
way.   On returning to the men he had left behind, he found them   quitting
the water-course, and could scarcely bring them   back to  the   position
. they had deserted.   After  a tedious interval  of an hour, the sound of
musketry in the rear was heard. The detachment had reached unobserved
a position only 50 yards in rear of the French,  whence they had poured in a
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